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Construction of Maximal Arcs and Dual Ovals in Translation Planes 
J. A. THAS 
Let TT be a translation plane of order qd, q even, with GF(q) a subfield of the kernel and for which 
the corresponding (d -l)-spread is symplectic. The corresponding projective plane is denoted by 
TTL, where L is the line at infinity of TT. In the first part of the paper we construct a (maximal) 
{q2d-l_ qd + qd-I; qd-I}-arc of TTL ; in the second part we construct a dual oval in TTL, for which the 
nucleus is the line at infinity L. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a finite projective plane of order q, any non-void set of I points may be described as a 
{I; n }-arc, where n (n ¥ 0) is the greatest number of collinear points in the set. For given q 
and n (n ¥ 0), I can never exceed qn - q + n, and an arc with that number of points will be 
called a maximal arc [1]. The maximal arcs with n = 2 are nothing else than the complete 
ovals, i.e. the (q + 2)-arcs [3]. 
If K is a {qn - q + n ; n}- arc of a projective plane 7T of order q, where n :%: q, then it is easy 
to prove that the set K' = {lines L of 7TIIL n K = q,} is a (maximal) {q(q - n + 1)/ n; q/ n }-arc 
of the dual plane 7T* of 7T. Hence a necessary condition for the existence of a maximal arc, 
as a proper subset of a given plane, is that n should be a factor of q. But the condition is not 
sufficient; A. Cossu [2] has proved that in PG(2, 9) there is no {21; 3}-arc, and more 
generally it was proved by J. A. Thas [9] that in PG(2, q), q = 3h and h > 1, there are no 
{2q + 3; 3}-arcs and no {q(q - 2)/3; q/3}-arcs. In [4] R. H. F. Denniston proves that the 
condition does suffice in the case of any des argues ian plane of order 2h. His construction is 
as follows. 
Consider an irreducible homogeneous quadratic form F(X, Y) over GF(2h) and also a 
subgroup H, of order n = 2m (O:%: m :%: h), of the additive group A of GF(2h). If we choose 
a system of non-homogeneous coordinates (X, Y) in PG(2, it), then K = 
{(X, Y)IIF(X, Y)EH}isa{2h+m-2h+2m;2m}-arcofPG(2,2h). 
Another construction of maximal arcs, with n > 2, in not necessarily desarguesian planes 
is given in [10). There we consider an ovoid 0 [3] and a 1-spread W [3] of PG(3, 2m ), such 
that each line of W is tangent to O. Let PG(3, 2m) be embedded as a hyperplane H in 
PG(4,2m)=p, and let x be a point of P-H. If C=(uxyIIYEO)-O, then C is a 
{23m - 22m + 2 m ; 2m }-arc of the projective translation plane 7T defined by W. This con-
struction is generalized in section 2. 
2. NEW CONSTRUCTION OF MAXIMAL ARCS 
2.1. Let Q- be an elliptic quadric of PG(2d -1, q), d;;;. 2, and let S- be a spread of Q -
[12). The set S- consists of qd + 1 (d -2)-dimensional spaces which constitute a partition 
of Q-. We remark that a (d -l)-spread of PG(2d -1, q) also has qd + 1 elements. Let us 
now consider a (d -l)-spread S = {PI. P2, ... } of PG(2d -1, q) for which {P1 n Q-, P2 n 
Q-, . .. } = S-. Then we embed PG(2d -1, q) as a hyperplane H in PG(2d, q) = P, and W\ 
consider a point x of P- H. If C = (uxylly E Q-)- Q-, then we prove that C is a (maximal) 
{q2d-l_ q d+ q d-l;qd - l}_arc of the projective plane 1T of order qd defined by S (the 
corresponding translation plane is denoted by 1TS). 
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First of all we remark that lei = q2d-I_ qd + qd-l [3] and that the line at infinity S of 1T's 
has no point in common with C. Now we consider a PG(d, q) ¢ PG(2d -1, q) which 
contains an element Pi of S. 
(a) If x E PG(d, q), then Ie "PG(d, q)1 = qd-l. 
(b) Letxe PG(d, q) and suppose thatxPG(d, q) "PG(2d -1, q) =PG'(d, q) is the polar 
space of Pi" 0- = PG(d, q)" 0- with respect to 0-. Then Ie "PG(d, q)1 = cPo 
(c) Let xe PG(d, q) and suppose that xPG(d, q) "PG(2d -1, q) = PG'(d, q) contains a 
point Z E Q- - (Pi" Q-). Since PG'(d, q)" Q- = 0' contains the (d - 2)-dimensional 
space Pi" 0- and since Pi" Q' = Pi" 0-, the singular space of 0' is a hyperplane of 
Pi" Q-. Hence IQ'I = qd-l + (qd-I_I)/(q -1), and so Ie" PG(d, q)1 = qd-l. 
So PG(d, q) intersects e in just qd-l points or in none at all. We conclude that e is a 
(maximal) {q2d-l_ qd +qd-l; qd-l}_arc of the projective plane 1T' of order qd defined by S. 
For d = 2 and by replacing 0- by an ovoid, the same construction gives us the maximal 
arcs of [10]. 
2.2. For q odd spreads Sand S- satisfying the conditions of section 2.1. probably do not 
exist. Now we suppose that q is even. If 0 is a non-singular quadric of a projective space 
PG(2d, q), then 0 has always a spread S* consisting of qd + 1 (d -I)-dimensional 
subspaces of 0 [5]. Let PG(2d -1, q) be a hyperplane for which PG(2d - 1, q) " 0 = Q-
is elliptic. Then S* induces a spread S- of 0-. If n is the nucleus or knot [8] of Q, then 
nePG(2d -1, q). Now we project 0 from n onto PG(2d -1, q). The projection of S* isa 
(d -I)-spread S = {Ph P2, ... } of PG(2d -1, q), and {PI" Q-, P2" Q-, . .. } = S-. It is 
well-known that the maximal totally isotropic subspaces of 0 are projected onto the 
maximal totally isotropic subspaces of a symplectic polarity (J of PG(2d -1, q) [5]. Hence 
all elements of S are maximal totally isotropic for (J. We say that S is a symplectic 
(d -I)-spread of PG(2d -1, q). Remark also that (J is the symplectic polarity defined by 
the quadric Q- of PG(2d -1, q). Also it is not difficult to prove that for q even any two 
spreads Sand S- satisfying the conditions of Section 2.1 arise as just described. We 
conclude that for q even the construction of Sand S- is reduced to the construction of a 
spread S* of a non-singular quadric 0 of PG(2d, q). 
We conclude that it is possible to construct a (maximal) {q2d-l_ qd +qd-l; qd-l}_arc in 
any translation plane of order qd, q even, with GF(q) a subfield of the kernel, for which the 
corresponding (d -I)-spread is symplectic. Many interesting examples of symplectic 
spreads are constructed by R. H. Dye [5]. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF DUAL OVALS IN TRANSLATION PLANES 
3.1. Let 0+ be an hyperbolic quadric of PG(2d + 1, q), q even, and let 0+" 
PG(2d, q) = 0 be non-singular. Suppose that S* = {pt, p!, . .. } is a spread of the quadric 
O. The two families of maximal totally isotropic subspaces of 0+ are denoted by VI and 
V2 • Further let P; be the unique element of V; containing P;. If d is odd the spaces pi, 
P~, ... constitute a spread of 0 +, and pJ "pi, j "I' k, is a point; if d is even P; " P~, j "I' k, is 
a point, and pJ "pi, j "I' k, is void. 
Consider the nucleus n of 0 and a2d-dimensional subspace P of PG(2d + 1, q), which 
does not contain n. The projection of 0+ from n into P is denoted by (T. We have 
00"=PG(2d-l,q), (S*)O" is a symplectic (d-I)-spread of PG(2d-I,q), (Q+)O" has 
cardinalityq2d/2+q2d-1 + ... + 1 +qd/2 and is a set of type (1, q/2+ 1, q + 1) inP[6], and 
(pJ)O" = (P7 )0". 
For dodd (0+)0" is the union of the spaces (pJ)O" (resp. (P7 )0"), and any point of 
(0+)0" - PG(2d -1, q) is contained in exactly two of the spaces (pJ)O" (resp. (P7 t). Now 
we suppose that d is even. Let L be a line through n which is not tangent to Q+. If 
L" 0+ = {XI. X2}, then the spaces 0j1" Q (resp. On" 0), with Xl E Ojl (resp. X2 E Oj2) 
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and Qjl (resp. Qj2) maximal totally isotropic for Q+, are the maximal totally isotropic 
subspaces of an hyperbolic quadric Q' of some (2d -I)-dimensional subspace of 
PG(2d, q). Let a be the number of elements of S* which are subspaces of Q'. Then 
and so a = 2. Since d is even these two spaces belong to one family of maximal totally 
isotropic subspaces of Q'. It follows immediately that Xi belongs to exactly two elements of 
{pi, P~, ... }, with (11,12) = (1,2). Hence also for d even (Q+)<T is the union of the spaces 
(Pj)" (resp. (pJ)") and any point of (Q+)" - PG(2d -1, q) is contained in exactly two of 
the spaces (pj)<T (resp. (PJt). 
Now we consider the projective plane 7T of order qd defined by the (d -I)-spread (S*)<T 
of PG(2d -1, q). Points of the plane 1T are the elements of (S*)<T (the points at "infinity") 
and the points of P - PG(2d -1, q); lines of the plane 1T are (S*)<T and the d-dimensional 
subspaces of P which contain an element of (S*)<T but are not contained in PG(2d -1, q). 
Then from the preceding follows that {(p:)<T, (P~)<T, ... } = 0 is a dual oval [3] of 7T. 
Moreover the line (S*)" of 7T is the nucleus of O. So in any translation plane of order qd, q 
even, with GF(q) a subfield of the kernel and for which the corresponding (d -I)-spread is 
symplectic, we have constructed a dual oval with the line at infinity of the plane as nucleus. 
For d> 1 many examples of symplectic (d -I)-spreads are constructed by R. H. Dye 
[5]; for d = 1 the only known planes arising from a symplectic I-spread are the desar-
guesian and the Liineburg plane [7], [3], [11]. 
3.2. Let Q- be an elliptic quadric of PG(2d + 1, q), q even, and let Q- nPG(2d, q) = Q 
be non-singular. Suppose that S*={pt,p!, ... } is a spread of the quadric Q. Now we 
consider the nucleus n of Q and a 2d-dimensional subspace P of PG(2d + 1, q), which 
does not contain n. The projection of Q- from n into P is denoted by CT. Then 
Q" = PG(2d -1, q), (S*)" is a symplectic (d -I)-spread of PG(2d -1, q), (Q-)" has 
cardinality q2d/2 + q 2d-1+ .. ·+I-q d/2 and is a set of type (l,q/2+1,q+l) in P [6]. 
Moreover from [6] it follows easily that (P - (Q-n u PG(2d -1, q) is the set (Q+)<T from 
Section 3.1. Hence (Q-)<T -PG(2d -1, q) is a (maximal) {qd(qd -1)/2; qd/2}-arc of the 
projective plane 7T defined by the symplectic (d -I)-spread (S*)<T of PG(2d -1, q). 
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